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Two local partner organizations are actively involved in the implementation of the mentoring pro-
gramme. Holy Cross house and Child Day Center “Akimirka” are the organizations working with the 
children of different age groups and have rich experience in providing after school activities. Repre-
sentatives of both partner organizations contribute to the programme development, implementation 
and evaluation. Mentees are from the group of children who spend time in Holy Cross House and Day 
Centre “Akimirka”. All selected mentors are more or less known by mentor trainers, actively volun-
teering in these two local partners organizations.  
 
Mentor training started in June 2014 and took place over the course of four days. The first 6-hour 
training was organized on 5-6th June 2014 for 11 mentors, and the second 8-hour training on 25-
26th September 2014 for 16 mentors. The training took place in the evenings, at time convenient for 
all volunteers - students, unemployed and employed people. 
 
The mentors found the training useful; they particularly liked the topic about temperament. It was 
relevant as they were able to apply gained knowledge working with individual children in a more 
informed manner. They also learned about themselves and understood what to expect from people 
and how to communicate with different temperament persons. The stages of children’s development 
were another topic, rated as very important. It helped them better understand their mentee’s behav-
iour. The session with quest speaker was the most important moment. The quest speaker was volun-
teer who had participated in similar mentoring programmes. She shared her experience, talked 
about activities that had proved to be very effective and motivating for her mentee. 
 
Right after the trainings, we started matching mentors and mentees: 15 couples were matched ac-
cording the needs, personal characteristics and monitoring results.The first meeting took place in 
October 2014 with participation of the mentor trainer. After this meeting, the mentors and the chil-
dren began their activities. The children meet and interact with their mentors once a week during a 
period of six months. The meeting time lasts from two to three hours. 
 
At the beginning of the programme implementation we agreed on the main indicator of success – 
child improvement. When child’s learning and behavior improves and that is noticed by parents, the 
child’s teachers, the mentor, and others involved in child’s life, then that will be considerd success. 
 
Method called “Star” was used to evaluate development of mentors’ competencies at the beginning 
of the programme implementation. And it is continuously used during the whole programme (be-
ginning, middle and at the end). All mentors agreed on things that are the most important for them 
to improve. They rated the most important competencies to be developed in following way: 
 

 communication - 6,6; 
 effective listening – 6,9; 
 creativity – 6,1; 
 conflict solving – 6,7; 
 empathy – 6,5; 
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 time planning – 7,3; 
 responsibility – 7,8 
 self-control – 7,8; 
 reflection – 8,3. 

 
Mentors and mentees diaries (notes) as self monitoring and self reflection tool have been proprosed 
by the trainers and coordinator. Diaries contain activities descriptions, comments, impressions from 
the meetings.  
 
Trainers, mentors and coordinator meet and reflect on progress and mentoring process once a 
month. We call such meetings monitoring meetings. Till now we have had 3 meetings (October and 
November 2014, January 2015). Mentors reflect on their mentoring progress - share what activities 
they have done together with mentees, how they have felt first time, how they feel after 3th or 5th 
meetings, do they see some signs of growing friendship, etc. We try to create safe, friendly environ-
ment, with cup of tea/coffee, some snacks. We never rush, as each mentor needs time to say what-
ever he /she wants to say.  
 
What went well from mentors’ point of view: 

 Building friendship, joy of the meetings – mentors and mentees want to meet each other, 

spend more time together; 

 Involving activities, for example cooking together; 

 Flexible time for the meetings – mentors and mentees are free to decide on meeting time; 

 Knowledge gained during the training is very useful, especially practical recommendations 

given by the guest speaker – volunteer;  

 Convenient conditions for meetings - mentors and mentees can meet even on weekends but 

it has to be arranged in advance; 

 Useful monitoring meetings: „I‘m taking away new ideas“, „Sharing experiences, knowing 

that you are not alone is very good feeling“, „At the same time these meetings are like com-

mitment, control which is necessary“;  

 Learning how to communicate and creatively cooperate with the child individually; 

 New experience - to discover a child, learn from him; „was very interesting, had fun together“  

 „All programme is one big PLUS“  

 Mentors are feeling much braver.  

 

Difficulties from the mentors‘ point of view: 

 Big worry before the first few meetings with the child – what to do, how to start, what activi-
ties to suggest. Therefore mentor trainers were always nearby to listen, to calm down and 
support, especially right after the meeting with the child; 

 Not all planned activities went well so during monitoring meetings we tried to discuss what 

could be done differently; 

 Mentors themselves are not always prepared for meeting with mentees and have to look for 

last minute solution - plan. On the other hand, if it is not very formalized activity, but „friend-

ship“, so maybe not all details have to be planned? 
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Whant went well from mentors trainers‘ point of view: 

 Children who used heavily participate in the day centre activities became more proactive and 

more responsible in group activities and even encourage others to engage more; 

 Children take on initiative – plan meetings themselves, look for centers opening hours;  

 Meeting each other raises self esteem and independence of both – mentors and mentees; 

 Children learn to communicate with the adults. Most of them lack such skill; 

 Individual meetings help mentees to express themselves better – they talk and share more 

freely. It helps organizations specialists to know children better and provide more adequate 

support for them; 

 Mentors - volunteers are becoming real team. They feel stronger with each time, feel need to 

come and work at the centre; 
 

Difficulties from the mentors’ trainers‘ point of view: 

 Lack of the time: all mentors are really busy but try to dedicate as much as possible time for 

the project; 

 Because of flexible planning of mentors-mentees meetings, sometimes it is hard to „follow 

the track“; 

 We have mentors who can not participate in the monitoring meetings but meet regurarly 

with their mentees. Thus mentor trainers contact them by phone to find out what‘s new; 

 It was hard to match the pairs of mentors and mentees. We had to split up one of the pairs 

because they were not able to find common interests and start communicating. This problem 

has been solved and both of them have new pairs now;  

 Some of the mentors have dropped out; 

 There‘s a lack of men volunteers. One of the mentors has two mentees but there‘s a need for 

more male volunteers.  

 

Whant went well from mentees’ point of view:  

 „ I felt relieved, when I got acquainted with my Big Friend“; 

 „It was fun“; 

 „I liked to talk and to know more about her“; 

 All mentees say that they want to spend more time with the mentor; 

 Almost all mentees have mentioned that they really like to cook together with the friend and 

prefer more active time together; 

 

Difficulties from the mentees’ point of view: 

 Not all suggested activities are liked equally;  

 Children think that meetings are too short.  


